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Difficult, expensive, and not often achieved the effects back
to the organizations in the same dimension as desired.In this
paper we discuss about the appropriate role of maturity driven
process improvement effort in an industry and therefore, the
research that need to be addressed is:

ABSTRACT
In the current industrial environment, big organizations have
adopted maturity driven process improvement efforts. Most of
these efforts have been inspired of maturity models like the
CMM (Capability Maturity Model) and been guided by the
area of Software Process Improvement (SPI). The maturity of
an organization’s processes is measured through its maturity
level. An organization at high maturity level, means, that it
possesses mature processes and it is more trust worthy. In this
perspective for an ad hoc organization with no experiences of
doing SPI and CMM the efforts have mostly been prolonged,
expensive, and not often delivered the effects back to the
organizations in the same dimension as investigations. In this
paper, we investigate the role of maturity driven process
improvement in an industry. In order to achieve this goal,
literature study was used to learn from the experiences of
companies those have experienced maturity based process
improvement.

“What are the facts and challenges faced by maturity driven
process improvement efforts for an industry”
In past time SPI has been used in the software industry as a
systematic approach toward improving the capabilities of
software organizations. SPI was originally developed at
Software Engineering Institute at Carnegie Mellon University
and is based on ideas presented by Humphrey [1].
Some resources are following SPI in data science and big data
[13] which is also an encouraging point since use of proper
SPI will lead the project toward successful journey.
An SPI proposal is cyclic in an environment and includes
different phases 1) Initiating, 2) Diagnosing, 3) Establishing,
4) Acting, 5) Learning, as expressed in the IDEAL model as
shown in figure 1.

Maturity driven process improvement is suitable for big
organizations those can afford consultancy costs and have
enough resources to devote for software process improvement
team. It seems difficult for smaller companies; one possible
reason for many companies to give up software process
improvement is that they set their goal to reach a particular
certification level or merely achieving a maturity level.The
main focus should be on achieving the process improvement
instead of achieving a label of specific maturity level.
Key words : About four key words or phrases in alphabetical
order, separated by commas.
1. INTRODUCTION
In this present era it has emerged as a fact that no software
organization can last longer in the business competition
without improving its processes.
Most of these efforts have been inspired of maturity models
like the CMM (Capability Maturity Model) and been guided
by the area of Software Process Improvement (SPI). In this
perspective for an ad hoc organization with no experiences of
doing SPI and CMM the efforts have mostly been prolonged,

Figure 1: The IDEAL Model for SPI (Mc Feeley 1996)[1,3]

The 'Starting' stage centers around starting the procedure, it
incorporates plans and timetables. The following stage
'Diagnosing' focuses on diagnosing the present development
dimension of association. In 'Setting up' stage the data picked
up from past stage is utilized for organizing the activities and
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in the 'Acting' stage arrangement is executed. The keep going
stage centers around exercises gained from programming
process improvement.

management. The board must be effectively dedicated to the
accomplishment of objectives.
1.4 Viewpoints of SPI Approaches to SPI

SPI activities commonly utilize standardizing models to
survey current programming practice and give direction how
to organize upgrades. The most prevalent model is CMM. [1]

The main point of SPI is on software engineering practice.
Software Processes: The principal point of view of SPI is that
it is centered around software processes.

1.1 SPI Ideas

Capabilities: Another key component identified with
viewpoints on SPI is individuals' skills. A fruitful SPI exertion
requires competency advancement in connection to the
recently made software process. The objective of creating
skills is to engage individuals to expertly utilize, adjust, and
receive the product forms in their product extends in a route fit
to their requirements.

SPI Ideas has been taken from Pouya Pourkomeylian’s
Doctoral Dissertation ‘Software Practice Improvement’ [2].
SPI offers three arrangements of thoughts for improving
practice in programming associations: the administration of
SPI exercises, the methodology taken to control SPI activities,
and the point of view used to concentrate consideration on SPI
objectives.

Setting: The other key component in SPI points of view is the
setting of programming building exercises. This setting gives
a ground to progress endeavors on a general dimension, just as
for customizations for explicit requirements. The setting gives
a situation to clarifying that does what, why, when, and how
the software process should be implemented.

1.2 Managing SPI
SPI the board is impacted by three kinds of components:
sorting out, arranging and criticism.
Organizing: In request to compose SPI endeavors it is
important to appoint somebody answerable by giving
essential advices. There are two conceivable approaches to
shape SPI groups. The primary conceivable route is to appoint
assets for low maintenance; they may take part in SPI
exercises alongside different assignments. The second
alternative is to shape a different group that is completely
dedicated for SPI endeavors.

2. CAPABILITY MATURITY MODEL

Planning: There is need of activity intend to begin SPI
venture.

Initial: This level has no requirements. Any organization
at this level is usually unpredictable. Projects may over run
the budget and behind the schedule.

Capability Maturity Model (CMM) is a process improvement
approach that provides organization five maturity levels to
measure its process improvement capability. It has five
maturity levels: Initial, Repeatable, Defined, Managed and
Optimizing. Figure 2 shows the CMM model.
The following lines provide brief description of each level.

Feedback: The third factor that influences SPI the executives
is criticism. Input is required on better than ever forms.
1.3 Approaches to SPI

Repeatable: Here the focus is on controlling cost and
schedule. There exist some processes that usually make it
possible to repeat the success stories.

This part of SPI addresses how to structure SPI endeavors. It
can likewise be separated into three components:
developmental, standards and responsibility.

Defined: Here the focus is on standardizing the processes.
So each project follows a standard process for
implementation.

Developmental: In transformative, process upgrades are
actualized steadily. These enhancements are nonstop,
concreted and aggregate.

Managed: Here we can make quantitative measurements
to make sure that processes work within the predictable
limits. So through these measurements it becomes easy for
management to control.
Optimizing: Here focus is on continuous process
improvement.

Standards: Another key component is to utilize best practice
models of programming forms as standards for evaluating the
ability of the product association.

3. RESEARCH METHOD

Responsibility: The last key component identified with ways
to deal with SPI is responsibility. Every individual participant
in SPI process must be focused on objective. The most
imperative thing is the dynamic investment of senior

The framework could be defined as overall view of work done
in entire project. In other words it could be define as structure
for describing the concepts, methods, technologies and so on.
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Figure 3: Graphical representation of the research methodology[3]

To answer the maturity driven process, initially the detailed
study of CMM and SPI will be conducted. After this step all
those cases will be considered which are failed in the
implementation of CMM and SPI. In other words the research
will be consists of failed CMM and SPI projects. This is
necessary to know about the weaknesses of maturity driven
process improvement efforts. After the consideration of all
failed projects of SPI and CMM, the weak points will be
measured that includes the strong reasons of failure. Here in
this stage we will be able to find out the weaknesses of
maturity driven process which causes failure in software
projects.

Figure 2: The CMM Model and the Five Maturity Levels (Paulk
1993)[4]

Finally the reasons will be identified which can be the main
sources of project failure. Moreover the strength of maturity
driven process will also be covered to know about the
successful SPI projects that can help in the identification of
those mistakes which are being taken by the failed
organizations. If that are not enough, then we will come up
with better approach which will make able the Adhoc
organization to implement the SPI using CMM and this could
be our future work.

In this report the frame work is represented as methodology of
research, which shows the steps carried out to achieve the
results.
This section is based on steps taken in research methodology.
Figure 3 presents the diagram which is showing the clear
view of research:

3.1 Qualitative Research Approach

Qualitative Research implicates the use of qualitative
information such as interviews, documents and the data which
is observed from different research. The aim behind the study
of this research is to clarify the concept of qualitative research
to the student [5].
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This research is qualitative research because it is based on
pure study of analysis and observed data. Qualitative research
is based on research perspective and method which is used to
conduct this approach.

realize that organization has accomplished the Level-2. The
organization accomplished its objective following two years
than its unique due date [6].
CASE 2: In 1999, DataStream Content Solution (DSCS)
started giving administrations those changes over expansive
information records starting with one organization then onto
the next. In 2003, it was understood that organization had
become excessively substantial and now it has turned out to be
hard to deal with business. Business was growing quickly and
things were winding up progressively unpredictable.

Research Perspective: There are three research perspectives
widely used in this kind of research that are:
 Positivist
 Interpretive
 Critical
To carry out this research, we need positivist research
perspective because we will conduct the test study which will
comprise of several reasons of failing and making SPI so hard
to understand actual reasons [5].

It was chosen to execute CMM. In the underlying preliminary
stage to actualize CMM, three territories were distinguished to
that the organization needs to make plans to enable
themselves to develop.

Positivist research perspectives enable us to measure the
weaknesses and strengths of maturity driven process
improvement efforts. It allows the understanding of
phenomena of study. Including this the positivist research
perspective tells you about the assumptions that could be
reality observed by researcher.

The objective was to accomplish Level-3 out of one year. At
initial a methodology was created. Four objectives were
recognized and ten regions were looked over CMM that may
accomplish these objectives.
While accomplishing CMM was the primary main impetus
behind these exercises yet center was to improve the practices
that would advance the achievement of organization. In the
wake of laboring for year and a half in the organization, CMM
level-3 was not accomplished but rather it was nearer to
accomplishment. [7].

Research Method: There are four kinds of methods which
are mainly used in qualitative research approach, that are:
 Action research
 Case study research
 Ethnography
 Grounded theory

CASE 3: This contextual investigation centers on the ERP
venture disappointment which is a creating country. The
structure—reality hole display connected to a contextual
analysis of halfway ERP disappointment in an assembling
firm. The model examinations the circumstance both
previously and ERP implementation. It finds sizeable holes
between the presumptions and necessities incorporated with
the ERP framework structure, and the real substances of the
customer association. It is these holes and the inability to
close them amid execution that underlies venture failure.ERP
frameworks are flopping in creating nations. ERP (Enterprise
asset arranging) framework incorporates monetary
frameworks, HR, coordination, information frameworks over
the associations to set aside extra cash and improve basic
leadership and client maintenance. These are progressively
being utilized by associations in creating countries.

To conduct this research, we need the method named case
study research because we have to investigate the reasons by
considering the several organization that why SPI projects are
failed, while every organization is not complaining about
activities of SPI. The case study research will enable us to
examine their current analysis or approach which must be
wrong because the organization is claiming that SPI is very
hard in implementation while it’s not true [5].
4. RESEARCH DISCUSSIONS
Case 1: ABC is a $3 billion openly held administration
association with around 12,000 representatives situated
somewhere in the world. It chose to go for programming
process improvement and picked CMM for direction. The
organization played out a CMM self-appraisal that put it at
level-1. A SPI group was shaped which was additionally
isolated into the workgroups, each workgroup focusing on
explicit key procedure zone. It was evaluated to accomplish
Level-2 inside 10 months from the date of commencement of
SPI venture.

5. AVOIDING FAILURES
Instead of achieving levels, the software process improvement
can be modified with clear goals and interaction. To avoid
major failures of any project. The best solution is the
component software engineering along with maturity driven
process improvement efforts. First of all the group of a few
people must be distributed according to project life cycle.
Let’s consider out of five people one student will be project
manager and other four will be programmers. Out of four
programmers, the one student should also handle
responsibility as quality engineer in order to maintain the
quality of software process. Before the commencement of
project there should be time management for the project

However, soon it was understood that key practices have not
been followed in certain zones. So it ends up hard reporting
current procedures. Following one year another self-appraisal
was directed. The outcomes demonstrated that still
organization is at level-1. After these disheartening outcomes,
it was chosen to enlist specialist to direct process
improvement. Again everything was begun from starting.
Following one year again evaluation was made and it came to
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which must be filled and noted by each student, it is the
responsibility of the project manager to handle its team and
run them according to time slot. The project manager should
monitor the time and project work load concurrently in order
to know that how the development of project will go on.
In the initial stage of the project, the project manager will
collect the system requirements from different resources for
requirement plan. After that he must consider the risk analysis
because he will have a very less time to solve the problem so
it’s very essential to assume the upcoming problems as risk.
Most of project managers often skip the risk management
process because the sponsor wants them to start quickly
without wasting time on things like risk management, but the
risk management is the most important factor in project
construction. Similarly it is a duty of project manager to find
mitigation policy of occurred risk as well. For example, table
1 shows the same risk levels.

deadline. That deadline will consist the exact time and date of
finishing of that phase or component in order to develop the
project on time. Similarly the project should monitor the
progress of a team to measure the current status of
development. Some time if the team is very small then project
manager also acts like a programmer or quality assurance
engineer to fulfill the requirement of deadline. Including that
the most important factor of project development is
documentation, it is very essential for a project manager to tell
its team that whatever they do that must written on document
in order to maintain the work progress. Because if any
member left the project then it is very difficult for a new
person to understand the work of a previous person. The
countermeasure of this problem is the maintenance of proper
documentation of each activity developed by each
programmer or any other staff, because if they left then any
new person can easily cope up their disaster by reading that
document to carry out the future work.
If any project member or programmer left during the
implementation phase, then the project manager should act
himself as a programmer or try to find any other person who
knows the programming, as we already discussed above that
project manager should maintain the group member’s for the
documentation of each activity carried out in project, so he
himself or any other person will not face any difficulty to
carry out the work. If he did not find any other member then
the whole project team should work little extra to cope the
work. Certainly the time will be consumed more in order to
compensate the work but project manager can also distribute
small pieces of extra work among other group members.
Through this way the project could be accomplish in a very
smooth manner.

Table 1: Identification of risks
Risk event

Probability
Occurrence

of

Mitigaltion

Medium High Low
Requirement can be
changed
by
the Medium
customer

Accept requirements
up to certain level of
time

Project staff can be
sick

Low

Distribute the time
according
to
importance
of
project

Project staff many
involve in several Medium
projects
Any staff member
can leave the project
in between

High

Lack of the time

Medium

Lack of resources

Medium

Some developers may
not
cooperate
in
common standards and
processes.

Project Manager it
self have to work

Low

Higher
a
immediately

6. RESULTS
This research about the “investigation the role of maturity
driven process improvement in an industry.” concludes the
following outcome. These discoveries turn out from the
writing study and the exercises learned by organizations to
actualize development driven procedure improvement.

new

Why Failures: CMM is essentially intended for vast
associations; it isn't impeccably perfect for small companies.
Unfortunately numerous companies go for procedure
improvement, just to accomplish a name of procedure
development. This wrong inspiration drives them to
disappointment. The principle issue for small companies is
absence of assets. Assets include: time, cash and work force.
Many small companies make un-practical estimations. They
need to get results in all respects early. In reality it requires
investment to make software process improvement occur. At
the point when top administration don't get results ahead of
schedule as it was required then it prompts frustration lastly it
results in disappointment. There is need of experienced and
expert staff for software process improvement. In the first
place things go great, yet after section of some time it end up
complex and lead to inflexible methodology. Unpracticed
staff will make straightforward things more complex.
Assigned staff for procedure improvement efforts must be
profoundly energetic and enthusiastic to accomplish their

Have to work over
time
Projects should taken
by considering the
available recourses
Quality
engineer
must discuss with
development team of
standards

Above is the risk table showing the number of the risk could
entertained during the project construction phases or
development phases. We introduced the mitigation policy as
well in order to avoid the risk. The risk management should be
considered after getting the requirement plan because the risk
could happen any time and if we have mitigation policy, it will
help us to resolve the problem. As it will be done then it is the
responsibility of project manager to break the project
according to activity plan into different phases. Each phase
must be assigned to group according the expertise with
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objective. It is very suggested that participants of process
improvement effort should be chosen for longer time
.
Communication is the way to progress. Continuously convey
consequences of procedure improvement to higher specialists.
In the event that the best administration is unaware of the
process they will lose their advantage.

Grounded on both gamification establishes and in
programming process improvement activities, it limits the
expense of execution of gamification activities and makes this
control nearer and increasingly available for associations
expected to improve their product procedure. Beginning
outcomes on its usage indicates noteworthy achievement [13].

Why Success: When we state that ABC Company has come
to on CMM Level-2, at that point its mean the procedures of
the organization are develop up to CMM Level-2. It tends to
the development of association wide capacity.
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The dimension of any association's procedure development
demonstrates its dimension of credibility. Any association at
abnormal state of development sounds more dependable than
others. That is one reason that inspire organizations to
improve their procedure development level.
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